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In order to assure accurate, unambiguous and efficient
reporting of positions in the field, the ASRC uses a grid
coordinate system similar to that employed by the D.;:). ar~y.
0ince
idd
rraps are unavailable in large quantities to
the AS~C, gridded Xerox copies of a single original map are
used. An SiX11 inch acetate overlay with a coordinate grid
drawn or photographed on it is placed on the original during
Xeroxing so that
1 the copies carry identical grids.
dince the use of Xeroxed maps is the norffi, this step poses
little inconvenience to the p~raon procuring maps. Using
the.erid [-3yste:[, a'position report accurate to within 70
meters may be unambiguously made with only five figures, and
a position report accurate to seven meters may he made using
seven figures. Although the system is designed for use with
at a s91e of 1:24000 (e.g. the 1.JJG.::; 7f!t topos), it :rr:ay
be us ed effectively wit:J. any ~,cind of Flap.
idded map is attached. The hachures on the
.-, sClnpl e
~orders are s
ced 500 meters apart and labeled every kilometer.
Ine hachures on the nap itself are spaced one kilometer apart.
Note that ~he origin of the grid is always in the southwest
corner of the map. The overlay is reversible to get the
10
axis of the sne~t north-south or east-west, whichever is
more appropriate. On the left margin is a box containing the
name of the map, which is a letter designating which run of
photocopying the map was taken from. All maps with the same
letter designator are thereby assured of having the same grid.
The declination is given in the box below the letter designa
tor. ~hen the copies are made, the overlay is best placed
so that grid north and true north are identical, but this
is not abs01utely assentia1. In any event, t~le devi9ition
between grid north and magnetic north (the Uk angle) must be
chec~ed for each run of photocopying and noted on each
sheet.
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Above the name block is a conversion table from meters
on the ground to millimeters on the map. This table is
c culated. for a map wi tl"l E" scale of 1 :24000. Xerox mach
ines enlarge slightly (usually less than 17;), so the table
will not precisely match the Xerox map, but it wi
be
close enough for all practical work. No attempt is made to
correct for this enlargement simply because different mach
ines enlarge different amounts, and the correction is negli
gible over 500 meters anyRa~. The purpose of the scale is
to allow more precise plotting than can be done by eye, al
though the grid can be interpolated by eye to within 100
meters quite accurately.
position report ~as three parts comprising a total
of either five or seven fieures. A five figure coordinate
eroup plots a position to lie inside a 100 meter square and
a seven figure group plots the position to lie inside a 10
meter square. Figure 1 illustraTes an example plotted on
the attac~ed map.
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Figure 1. ~ample 5-figure coordinate group. This
coordinate group plots a position to lie within a
100 meter square centered on the point described.
It should be noted that any position within the 100
me~er square will be descTibed by the coordinate group
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Consequently the maximum error will be 70 meters.
~o specify the position to within a 10 meter square (which
only 0.42XO.42 mm on the map!), the coordinates can be
ta~en to seven figures as shown in figure 2.
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I!'igure 2. .:)ample 7-fit;ure coordinate group. '1his
coordinate group plots a position to lie within a
10 meter square cered on the point described.
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To keep the order of the figures correct, remember
the mnemonic, II ~iead r ieht up. !I E'i v-e figure coordinat es are
accurate enough
almost all field work.
A

typical radio position report rright go like this:

bAtSE, TEl.:) IS T

WHAT IS YOUK
3T..i~ND

};Y.

LOaA~IOK?

OV3rt.

(tt"TIJ Charlie consults his map and compass).

IHi..::i:G, THI.::l IS TEhh: C5J,:{:LLS. CUR

LhAV0,

THrl..8F~,

j.OCrf;rt.

C)

TiIO,

T;iv'O,

S~V.i~N.

LOC}\.I£ICl~

I.:i, FIGURES,

OVS3.

BASE,. CLEAR.

When 7~' quads are not available, the grid nay still
be superimposed on any map and used to plot and report positions,
but the grid squares l"Iill not he one kl1orr:eter wide.

